By Roger Dear

MIT's varsity squash team lost a strong Amherst squad Wednesday night at DuPont and were defeated 5-1. Seven of the matches were decided by 3-0 scores, and the remaining two by 3-1 totals. Captains "Chye" Tantivit '67, the number one man, and Ken Wong '68, number two man, were the only Techmen to play four games. Ken beat Steve Hamnes '3, but Ken lost to Perry Pickert, 3-1. Ken's match was marked by many long rallies and also numerous excellent returns for both contestants. Perry just eeked out a victory in the first game, 18-16. Ken took him in the second, 15-7, and appeared to have the third in hand, when he fell going for the ball and lost control of his game. Perry came back to win the third game, 15-6, and the fourth, 15-11. Chye's opponent, Steve Hamnes, tried to best Chye by tiring him out. He kept making Chye run up and back into both corners, but it was doing no good. Chye took the first game, 18-17, and the second, 15-12. Chye was beginning to tire in the third game, as Steve won, 15-11. But after a five-minute break, Chye came back strong. Despite many lets called by Hamnes, Chye kept control of the game. At one point Chye was leading 15-4 and Hamnes called a foot-fault and two lets in a row. But Chye had too much, winning the final game, 15-7.

By George Wool

MIT fencers had an easy time with outmatched Holy Cross Tuesday afternoon, winning by a score of 19-8. Both fencers jumped to an early 3-0 lead, as they swept the first three epee bouts, Curt Silver '67, Frank Carroll '67, and Bob Fall '68 each defeating their first round opponent. Bill Murray '66, Bill Stephans '83, and Tom Lamb '82 each won the first three ope bouts. Lamb by 5-0. This left the score 8-1 for MIT at the end of the first round. After one loss in the first round of foil, Tech fencers were unbeaten in foil for the rest of the meet. George Churinoff '68 fenced brilliantly, winning all three of his foil bouts with a total of three touches scored against him. Peter Hayward '69 won his only foil match 5-0, as Larry Deutsch '67 and Kurt Rottenberg '68 were also undefeated. Both Fall '66 and Curt Max '67 each won (two bouts in salve, as MIT won 5-4. Fred Carroll '66 accounted for the other sabre victory. Tech fencers also came out ahead in epee, winning 6-3, on two wins each by John Birdskirk '69 and Tom Lamb '82. Bob Fall '68 and Captain Bill Murray '66 each won and lost one in epee. This brought Masarico Vitalis' fencers record to 9-4 for the year.

George Churinoff '68 scores a touch against Holy Cross foil fencer Owen's in his first bout. Churinoff won his first bout 5-0, as he sparked MIT to a 19-8 win over Holy Cross. Tech's fencers lost only one foil bout in the meet.

By John Scholfield

Last Tuesday, in what may have been their last game of the season, the freshman hoopsters downed Northeastern by the score of 82-71. Bruce Wheeler led the team in scoring for the engineers with 21 points. Steve Chamberlain was second with 18, and Nick Mumm added 18 as the winning effort. The engineers started hot, scoring 11 points before Northeastern could get a tally. The Huskies put on a tight press early in the game, but it was Tech's game all the way. The Engineers simply could not come within 6 points of MIT. Thaddeus chiefly to the efforts of the 'Tiger' 12s, who was responsible for numerous assists as well as 24 points of his own, Tech was able to keep Northeastern on the short end of the score. MIT simply outplayed a good Northeastern team.

The contest for the next five will be this Saturday at home against Yale.

Blizzards win by 15

The tradition added another win to their record Wednesday as they downed Governor Dummer by fifteen points, 33-38, in a meet at the Institute. Techmen took first place in seven events, and managed two ties for second in forging their victory. Ken Wilson and John Owen effected two wins against, and Joel Hennebund snipped a first and a second. Bruce Lautenschlager turned in his usual performance in the shot put, winning with a throw of 59' 9 1/2". Northeastern was the victorious in the broad jump with a leap of 33' 9 1/4", and Covert and Kelly tied for second place in the high jump. Kelly and Hennebund tied for second in the long jump. Kenny and Koehler scored a victory in the discus. Despite many let's called by the鼎men, Chye kept control of the game. At one point Chye was leading 15-4 and Hamnes called a foot-fault and two lets in a row. But Chye had too much, winning the final game, 15-7.
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